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ABSTRACT

Whether in architecture, exhibition design, furniture or film, each
of Charles and Ray Eames' projects attempts to expose a
particular view/experience of objects using a series of
organizational and graphic techniques. It is a utopian view that
seeks to frame a heterogeneous world of things. The Eames'
design matrix/framework draws out information that clarifies
what is latent and makes it possible for an object to be rendered
more evident through a new set of relationships. This approach
to design allows one to redesign the world using a structured
framework of observation and experience.
Environmental Installation/Exhibition
Working from a contemporary perspective, the project
redescribes a particular world that is evidently bleak, yet not
without aesthetic and political possibilities. The project is an
installation to be mounted on a clearcut site. It consists of two
enclosed gardens and exhibition area. After ten months, or one
full blooming season, concrete elements and plants are left as
remnants on the site while the rest of the building is transported
to another environmentally devastated location.

PREFACE

This thesis began with an intense interest in the work of Charles
and Ray Eames. My interest developed into a sincere respect and
admiration of their design system. There is a distinct approach to
life and design that runs throughout their work. All of their
designs are approached as a means of presenting information
through a system of organization and structure. Whether it is
contemplating the beauty of soap on asphalt, the mass
production of furniture or the relationship nature and the
primitive arts has to modern design, all of the Eames' designs
seek to define a distinct place in the world for each object and
to suggest new relationships between them. Eames' design is a
timeless approach which utilizes design matrices in architecture,
furniture design, film production and exhibition design. Rather
than emphasizing the final product, the Eames approach to
design focuses on finding a new way of seeing and framing the
world. As I developed my thesis I focused on the transformation
of the Eames' design system as it is applied to a late twentieth
century collection of contemporary objects and ideas.
The following pages document my diligent attempt to both
understand and develop a method of design that coordinates
and organizes objects, images and ideas. I am approaching this
document as a chronological account of the ideas and images
that drove my thesis project and as an opportunity to organize
what seemed to be an ever-changing focus. My goal was not
only to design a specific building but design a way of making
architecture that takes into account the context, ideas and
objects in and around a building. Developing an approach to
design that allows for objects to be given integrity based on
their placement and integration with each other is not limited to
architectural design but can be applied to any type of design
problem.

INITIAL INTERESTS/FILM

•
Film provides a strict framework for
structuring and presenting a collection
of ideas and information. As a medium
of representation and communication,
film can be manipulated to structure
the way we see and understand images
and ideas. Film is made up of two
things, moving pictures and the spaces
between those pictures. It is always
fragmentary, always a string of
moments.(Charney 284) The strategic
arrangement of individual frames
develops a visual matrix which allows
the viewer to link ideas and images
together without chronological or
spatial constraints. Film techniques
such as montage, overlap, jumpcut and
juxtaposition further emphasize the
flexibility of the medium. The director
and cinematographer manipulate the
visual matrix in order to control the
viewer's reading of the ideas, images
and experiences represented in the film.

Architecture has a unique relationship
with filmmaking. Just as the director
and cinematographer seek to
manipulate filmic experience through
time, organization and structure, the
architect controls methods of
experience, organization and structure
through the design. "Film has been the
site of envy and imitation for those
more static arts concerned to produce
effects of techniques of movement and
space-time interpretation ... all
(architects, painters and writers) have
sought to reproduce movement and the
collapse of time in space and montage
or its equivalent."(Vidler/
Neumann)Through montage a picture is

made by superimposing or arranging a number of different
pictorial elements. In film it can be a rapid sequence of
images used to illustrate a group of associated ideas. In
architecture montaging physical elements can be more
complicated. Several architects have created their own films
or closely worked on the filming of their architecture.
Included are Le Corbusier's films of Villa Stein at Garche
(1927) and Villa Savoye at Poissy (1929), Taka limura and
Arata lsozaki's film Ma: Space/Time in the Garden of Ryoan-}i
(1989), Man Ray's interpretation of Mallet Stevens'
architecture, and House-After Five Years of Living (1955) by
Charles and Ray Eames. These films address the montaging
elements of architecture and provide a smooth transition
between the techniques of filmmaking and the techniques of
architectural design. They rely very tittle on plot and
narrative while exaggerating the use of overlap,
juxtapositioning and rapid jump cut editing to convey a
particular experience of the building. "Montage is the magical
synthesis that allows collected fragments of film to transmit a
sense of architectural wholeness. It is the art of assembling a
single scene from different shots, often shot from different
camera angles."(lngersoll 5) The process of revealing
information and presenting spatial relationships on film is
artfully controlled by the filmmaker through the viewers path
and progression. Inherent to the form of the medium, objects
are organized into image frames that are linked together to
present one idea. The linked images form a design system
that organizes ideas and information to create new
relationships between spaces and objects that may not be
anticipated by the viewer.
The film, House-After Five Years of Living, created by Charles
and Ray Eames is unique in its consistency and dedication to
the organizational system of their architecture, as well as
most of their design work. Made five years after their home,
Case Study #8 was built, the "narrative" of the film
progresses over one full day. Comprised of 388 still shots
that were transferred onto 16mm film, it is 10 minutes 40
seconds long with no narration or dialog. The deliberately
arranged shots are set to an original score by Elmer
Bernstein. In keeping with the grid used to organize the
design and facade of the house, the film utilizes a grid of still
shots that is arranged by time, context and rhythm. The

organization of this matrix is most
apparent/effective when the film is
studied for its fragmentary qualities
rather than as a narrative or linear too f..
By accentuating the organizational
techniques in the film, the Eames'
succeed in compressing reflections,
artifacts, and function into a single
composition. As Charles Eames
concluded, "I suppose it is true that
none of our films has had any trace of
plot, in most of them it is structure th t
takes the place of plot." (Schrader 15)
Through an intense study of
photography and architecture, House
reflects the qualities and atmosphere of
the Eames design. In this respect the
film differs from conventional forms of
exhibition since the main subject is nof
always the house itself. The process of
display in the film depends on objects
outside, around and within the house
to recreate the atmosphere and
experience of living there. The
seemingly overwhelming amount of
objects in the film can be arranged into
six broad categories: botanical/natural
elements, primitive/collected objects,
modern architecture and furniture, and
light and shadow. These categories
make up the four characters of the film.
The botanical/natural elements are
defined in the landscape and context,
as well as many of the decorative
objects in the house. Cloth, wood,
rocks, organic patterns and plants are
botanical/natural elements. Primitive
and collected objects are placed in or
around the house, including many
common domestic items. Most of these
objects are presented in a catalogue
style or with a scientific point of view.

The Eames' stress the object quality, age and patina of the
collected items. Art pieces, masks, combs, chopsticks, food
and Christmas ornaments are included in this collection. The
formal qualities of modern architecture and furniture are
presented in detail shots and in the angular organization of
frames. Shadow and light plays the joker, using all of the
other elements to create an atmosphere of the Eames house.
By graphically charting the technical aspects of House, I
studied how these film techniques work together with the
manipulation of time, to show the objects and architecture
from an Eames perspective. In these drawings I defined point
of view, shot duration, editing style Gumpcut/dissolve/fade),
shot style (extreme close-up, close-up, long shot, establishing
shot) frame organization and subject for each of the 388
stills. "Plan/flat on" photography, where an object is
photographed form directly above, is used throughout the
film. "'Flat ons' ... hold an illusion of many perspectives held
loosely as if by weak magnets onto the picture
plane."(Smithson Bs)This type of shot changes the viewers
perspective from subjective and interpretive to an objective
view down onto an object which is generally mechanical and
static. The juxtapositions of objects and patterns at extreme
close-up introduce an element of unfamiliarity into a common
setting. Extreme scale studies force the viewers eye to
bridge between what is known and the disorientation
produced by the change in scale. By accentuating the grids
and patterns on objects and saturating areas of the frame
with color, the perceived depth of the frame is altered. These
type of photographic manipulations used in House depend
on the viewer's willingness to adjust their understanding of
the relationship between objects and to accept unfamiliarity
and uncertainty.

INITIAL INTERESTS/EAMES

The studio of Charles and Ray Eames produced over twentyfive films and slide shows ranging in subject from circus life
to how-to presentations. In each production there was an
obvious importance placed on looking at the world and
demonstrating the richness of everyday life. The Eames'
techniques of juxtaposing close up images and accurate
details of objects with wide angle and establishing shots
suggest connections between apparently dissimilar
occurrences. This technique was skillfully transposed to all of
the design work that the studio was simultaneously
producing. Films such as House and Tops successfully
present a dynamic view of common objects and ideas. They
celebrate the difference between visual and physical
experience. Unlike House, Tops presents one singular concept
through a series of studies. The film uses techniques of
reduction to present the inherent qualities of a common toy.
According to Charles Eames, putting an idea on film provides
the ideal discipline for whittling that idea down to
size.(Schrader 14)
"Tops of every variety are presented. The viewer studies the
ethnic impulses, the form variations, the coloration, and the
spinning methods of tops. The first half of Tops presents
tops in all their diversity, gradually narrowing the scope of its
investigation to simpler and simpler forms: a jack, a carom,
and, finally, a spinning tack. This is a moment of object
integrity: all the complexity and variation of tops have
resolved into the basic form of two planes, one of them
suspended by the balanced forces of gravity and gyroscopic
momentum. The unaware viewer realizes that he has never
really understood even an insignificant creation like a top,
never accepted it on its own terms, never enjoyed it. The
second half of Tops which depicts the 'fall' of the tops,
moves back to more complex tops, against blank
backgrounds, giving the viewer a chance to see the same
tops again but with the new eyes of insight and
sensitivity."(Schrader 8-9)

Tops is a clear example of how Eames' designs define the

essence of an idea by examining the commonalties and
idiosyncrasies of objects. This approach to design comprises
the Eames aesthetic which is injected into their films, as well,
their architecture, furniture and exhibition design. It is a
utopian view of the world in which all objects and ideas are
given individual integrity. "The Eames have constructed
structures-house, chair, film-in which people can define
themselves!' (Schrader 6) Their system suggests that it is
impossible to "design" or control every element of life but we
can structure a way to look at and use objects - a way for
primitive, common or domestic objects to become a part of
design. This reading of the Eames' work has been well
documented as a method to arrange and view. Charles
referred to his approach to exhibition design as an
'information machine,' his device for presenting information
in fragments so that viewers are compelled to see new
relationships among event, objects, and people. My thesis
was not only to prove that this framework of observation
exists, but to understand and suggest how it can be applied
to the world of design today. What are the items to be
framed today and what ideas can be suggested by their
juxtaposition.
"In a sense both the machine-aesthetic and the Eamesaesthetic are art forms of ordinary life and ordinary objects
seen with an eye that sees the ordinary as also
magical."(Smithson 72)
"This of course, as a design method is close to flower
arrangement and to good taste in the furnishings of rooms
with collector's pieces: it uses things for what they are, each
object being enhance and speaking more clearly of itself by
virtue of the arrangement."(Smithson 79)
'"If people would only realize', Eames said, 'that they have
the real stuff in their hand, in their backyards, their lives
could be richer. They are afraid to get involved."'(Schrader 7)

images from Eames House /. Steele

"In their passion to convey their enthusiasm to others, the
Eameses 'shaped not only things but the way people think
about things."'(Kirkham 363)
"the [Eames] house is a statement about the plainness of
man made things and their beauty, and about the
uncatchable forms of nature revealed through the framing
devices of man ...it doesn't try to look like a house. All it tries
to do is to make you feel as if you are part of a threedimensional composition in which everything has its place,
and it also makes you realize the innate beauty of each
thing."(Betsky Pj-2)

STAGE ONE/IMAGES

In order to understand and analyze the
techniques and style of Charles and Ray
Eames, I experimented with photographic representation and manipulating the relationships between objects,
materials and ideas. The division of the
photographic frame became the grid
from which I controlled orientat ion and
juxtaposition. By restricting the final
composition to two dimensions, I was
forced to layer objects as I photographed them. At times large background objects were visually flattened
to be placed in the composition with an
object close to the camera's lens.
The introduction of frames placed into
the composition allowed more control
of the final matrix. These frames provided a consistent context and texture
for the objects. Everyday, common
objects comprised the subjects of the
photographs. Most of these objects
have common connotations applied to
them which developed a deeper story
within the photograph. For instance, the
key provides reference to a door, a
lock, a house, domestication, an office,
work, etc. Whether placed into a field
of color, texture or seen in an unfamiliar context, new information is revealed
about the key. Similarly, oranges, silverware and pencils are common items
that can assume different roles depending on their position and organization
in a composition.

Joseph Cornell's sculptures provided a
reference for this type of documentation. Credited as being "one of the
pioneers and most celebrated exponents of assemblage...[ Cornell] creates
poetry from the commonplace."(Pioch/
McShine) While using familiar objects in
his work, the juxtapositions and overlapping images within each composition develop dynamic stories that are
no longer confined to the framed box.
Once attuned to these relationships,
grids of objects are recognizable in
almost every setting. I searched for
existing settings where these situations
need only be framed and represented.
It is a controlled way of seeing rather
than designing that suggests these new
relationships between apparently disparate objects.

images from Joseph Cornell. K. McShine
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STAGE Two/CoLLAGES AND MoDELS

" ...the miniature encyclopedia of everyday objects was a do-it-yourself "Eames
aesthetic" kit with which people could
make their own juxtaposition of images
and learn the skills of 'functioning
decoration' and the fast-cutting of
images, a technique favored by the
Eameses in certain of their films ... House
of Cards is the toy that relates most
closely to the Eames aesthetic of addition, juxtaposition, and 'extra-cultural
surprise.'(Kirkham 162)
After studying the two dimensional
visual effects of photography in controlled compositions and grids, I determined that it was necessary to distinguish the integrity of distinctly contemporary objects. Again through photography, I attempted to find a fresh view of
everyday objects and ideas. In creating
my own collection of cards, I compared
the difference between common objects
of the 1950's to common objects of the
1990's. I searched for an optimism
about objects today - to recognize that
all has not been compromised despite
a dramatic change in technology. The
individual photographs point out the
integrity in contemporary life and
architecture despite the lack of handcrafted materials. Once the cards are
constructed, it is apparent that the
approach the Eameses took is not lost
or meaningless just because the context has changed. Today it is no longer
necessary to introduce the mechanized
object in comparison to natural or

primitive items. Unlike the Eames'
emphasis on the exceptional value of
machine production, we no longer
embrace mechanization as new - we
have no choice, it plays a part in our
lives everyday. The hand is suggested
in new ways, such as the computer and
stock market, rather than hand crafted
objects. While objects have more idea
qualities linked to them, context is
becoming more universal. Today's
society has learned to understand the
relationships between more global
ideas which allows for the Eames matrix
of the framing, overlap and juxtaposition of objects and ideas to transpose
to the 90's. The design matrix introduced by the Eames is timeless, however the choosing of objects is now
more complex.
The following models and collages were
initial attempts to translate a two
dimensional technique into a physical
three dimensional space maintaining
the same qualities of framing, overlap
and juxtaposition. Preliminary context is
represented as bands of blue and green
color. Each model or collage is organized into three layers - context, objects and matrix. These three layers
combine with structure to suggest an
architectural design.

Context

Matrix/Grid
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STAGE

THREE/FtNAl

PROJECT

Working from a contemporary perspective, the project redescribes a particular
world that is evidently bleak, yet not
without aesthetic and political possibilities. The project is characterized as an
environmental installation/exhibition. It
would be sponsored by the Sierra Club
or some other environmental group for
community educational purposes.
The exhibition is designed to travel
once a year to a new site. Each site
chosen is environmentally devastated.
The exhibition I designed for is a
clearcut site. "Clearcut is the most
efficient, the most ecologically damaging, and the most cost-effective method
of converting trees to logs and forests
to nonforest human uses such as
pastureland, cropland, townsites, and
tree plantations. Simply put,
clearcutting is
deforestation."(Hammond 25) The
process produces dramatic transformations in the land visually and biologically.
The two story exhibition consists of two
indoor gardens, an exhibition area for
photographs and displays and a study
or educational room upstairs. It is
designed in three longitudinal layers
that are connected by circulation. The
layers control views and movement
through the building, gardens and
exhibition areas. The context remains
abstracted to colors, blue and green/
sky and land, with the added complication of the clearcut site. The physical
juxtaposition between a hot house

image from

ClearcJit B. Devall

garden and a clearcut forest demonstrate how architecture is not only the
structure for a building, but also the
catalyst that can spur issues of manmade/man-destroyed in relation to tush
greenery, destroyed trees, and the
products of consumption. The architecture is the armature for an exhibit that
brings together everyday objects with
large scale issues. The project is to
design a situation, an exhibition and an
event.

image from
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8. Devall

Oriented to the south, the design is
barbell shaped with two gardens on
either end of staggered panels of
concrete. These six concrete panels
provide the primary structure for the
building. All of the other elements
cantilever off of the panels and touch
the ground with only small metal columns creating a tentative relationship
to the ground. While the metal structure is designed to be moved and
reconstructed, the monolithic concrete
panels remain on the site. The panels
also control the amount of light reaching the gardens. The two gardens are
enclosed on three sides and are covered by a roof that is able to effectively
use gathered rain to water the plants.
After one full blooming season, the
exhibit is moved to a new site. The
panels remain as a remnant of the
exhibition and the devastation of the
site.

Main Entrance/South

Exhibition Space/North Side

Circulation

West Garden

East Garden
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